MSMA invites groups of 10 or more physicians to take advantage of the MSMA Group Membership Program.

The goal of the Group Membership Program is to strengthen the relationship between physician practices and MSMA so we can provide the specialized services you need. Together, we can address issues and how they affect physicians and patients.

If membership in MSMA is not a benefit you currently offer your physicians, please consider adding this program based on the work MSMA does on your behalf and the resources we provide for your office, patients, physicians, and the practice of medicine as a whole.

Exclusive Group Membership Benefits*

- Option to receive **ONE itemized MSMA renewal statement** annually that includes dues amounts for each physician, transforming the process into one easy step.
- **Social media spotlight!** MSMA will feature your practice and share physician accomplishments on our social media platforms and in our publications. You have the option to provide a link on your own social media platforms and/or website for added exposure and brand recognition.
- **Personal site visits with MSMA President or Council member.** This is your opportunity to have an MSMA physician leader visit your practice to discuss ideas, listen to concerns, or answer questions. MSMA staff is also available to visit and provide updates on Association activities.
- **Free online membership for the manager.** This includes a personal login for event information and registration, vendor discounts (personal and professional), and access to our online resources and publications.
- Groups with 100% physician membership can have a **directory of their physicians** created within the HIPAA-compliant DocBook MD app. This allows all MSMA members to see and search your physicians based on the practice name.
- **AND more!** Let us know how we can add value to the benefits your practice receives under the MSMA Group Membership Program.

To learn more, contact Sarah Luebbert, sarah@msma.org or Haley Wansing, hwansing@msma.org or visit www.msma.org/group-membership.

If you are ready to sign up your physicians, contact Cassie Williams at cwilliams@msma.org or call 800-869-6762.

* Available to clinics with 10+ physicians who join MSMA.